Thread List

Design Name: Too Cute Circus - Balancing Bear (UT6569)

Size: 3.03"w x 5.08"h (77 x 129mm)

Stitches: 21879

All thread numbers are Madeira rayon, 40 wt.

Thread Order:

1. Dahlia #1309  Inside ears
2. Buckskin #1328  bear
3. Lemon Tart #1223  vest stripes
4. Scarlet Rose #1184  vest stripes
5. Cobalt #1096  Seat
6. Overcast Gray #1118  gear detail
7. Emerald Black #1000  Outlines

Threads Used:

Dahlia  #1309
Buckskin  #1328
Lemon Tart  #1223
Scarlet Rose  #1184
Cobalt  #1096
Overcast Gray  #1118
Emerald Black  #1000